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Chapter 1201

In Delon’s eyes, the Rejuvenation Pill that Charlie took out was indeed an
inconspicuous fake Pill.

Even the some Pills that have been fired to sky-high prices in traditional medicine
circles, the most expensive top product is only a few hundred thousand.

Take 10,000 steps back and say that even if Charlie’s so-called rejuvenating pill is the
most expensive traditional Pill, what can it do?

Compared with this ruby   worth nearly 130 million, it is a huge difference.

Therefore, Delon felt that he had already won over Charlie.

After Delon arrogantly said that, he originally wanted to accept everyone’s praise, but he
did not expect that everyone looked at him as if they were caring for a mentally retarded
person.

This can’t be blamed on him, because he is the only person in today’s birthday party
who does not know the value of Rejuvenation Pill.

Although everyone present felt that Delon was mentally retarded, after all he was the
third young master of the Eastcliff Kevin family, so no one dared to express it directly.

However, Delon can still see a clue from everyone’s eyes.

He couldn’t help but wonder, what’s the situation? Is this so-called rejuvenation pill
really valuable? Impossible, just how much money can it be worth?



At this moment, Charlie looked at him and smiled slightly, and said, “Mr. Kevin, how
much do you think my pill is worth?”

Delon snorted coldly, and said contemptuously: “In my opinion, it is worth 100,000 at
most!”

Charlie smiled and said: “In this case, then we might as well be here and improvise a
small auction!”

Delon frowned and asked, “Auction? What do you mean?”

Charlie smiled and said: “It’s here. Take our two things out for auction to see which has
the high final transaction price. What do you think?”

Delon snorted coldly: “What the h*ll are you kidding me? My ruby   necklace is a birthday
gift for Miss Warnia. How can I sell it?”

Charlie said, “Well, and you believe that your necklace is really worth 20 million USD
According to our gambling agreement, does it mean that my pill is more expensive than
your necklace?”

Delon laughed: “Mr. Wade, don’t you want to auction some of your rejuvenation pills
here? Do you really think your sh!t rejuvenation pills can be sold for more than 20
million USD?”

As he said, Delon sneered again: “And you are really nasty, even if your rejuvenation
pills are worthless, they are also your birthday gifts to Miss Warnia, how can they be
auctioned? Shameless, right?”

When Warnia heard this, she was anxious, and almost subconsciously blurted out:
“Delon, I don’t allow you to say that to Mr. Wade!”

The people present were shocked, and no one thought that Warnia would directly
confront Delon in order to protect Charlie.

Delon’s expression is also very wrong, Warnia took the wrong medicine, right? When
someone gave her such a forcing gadget, she then just defended the other!



He gave her such an expensive ruby   necklace, but she didn’t give him a good face.

However, Delon didn’t know how much Warnia was grateful to Charlie at this moment.

Chapter 1202

Seeing her sweetheart being ridiculed by Delon, Warnia naturally wanted to defend him.

At this moment, Charlie smiled indifferently, and took out another rejuvenation pill from
his arms, and said with a smile: “Look, I have this thing. The one given to Miss Warnia is
naturally impossible to take again. Come out for auction, what I want to auction is this
current one!”

After that, Charlie stood up and said to everyone around him: “You all know what
Rejuvenation Pill is, I won’t introduce it here, so let’s just start the auction simply and
rudely. “

When everyone in the room heard that the Rejuvenation Pill was really going to be
auctioned off, their expressions were almost crazy.

This is a magical medicine that can never be seen in dreams, Charlie has never sold
even one, so this thing is simply invaluable.

Those who come today are also rich people, who don’t want to seize this opportunity to
buy a rejuvenating pill and regain their youth?

So everyone is eager to try one by one, and everyone is thinking in their hearts that
even if they pay a high price, they must buy this rejuvenation pill.

At this moment, Charlie looked at Delon with a smile and asked, “Mr. Kevin, the current
exchange rate of RMB to US should be around 7 per US, which means that your ruby
  necklace is worth 1.40 million, right?”

Delon said arrogantly: “It seems you are good at math! Yes, it is 140 million. You may
never have seen so much money in your life? Are you scared?”

Charlie smiled slightly: “It’s impossible to be afraid. I will never be afraid in my life.”



After speaking, Charlie didn’t pay attention to Delon again, but looked around and said
to the people around him: “Everyone, let me briefly talk about the auction rules. Mr.
Kevin doesn’t think I don’t have a rejuvenation pill without his ruby   necklace. Is it
expensive? In that case, my starting price is set at 150 million.”

“what?!”

Delon heard that Charlie was going to set the starting price of Rejuvenation Pill at 150
million. He suddenly widened his eyes and blurted out: “You have a brain disease, right?
Your sh!t, you dare to sell it. 150 million, do you treat everyone here as a fool?”

As soon as the voice fell, Old Master Song immediately raised his hand and said, “Mr.
Wade, I would like to give 150 million!”

After hearing these words, Delon was immediately confused.

He looked at Mr. Song and asked in a cold voice, “Grandpa Song, you deliberately want
to protect the Wade, and you can’t get along with me? I came here with full sincerity
when I came to the Song family. If you are not sincere, don’t blame me for turning the
face!”

Father Song looked embarrassed, he didn’t make an offer to protect Charlie, he really
wanted this Rejuvenation Pill.

He is a person who has personally experienced the magical power of rejuvenation. To
him, no amount of rejuvenation pills is too much. Not to mention 150 million is 1.5
billion, he is willing to buy, and even if ten pills he is willing to buy in one go.

1.5 billion pieces, buying 10 pieces is no more than 15 billion. For the Song family, it will
not hurt the bones, but the 15 billion spent to give the Old Master may live for decades.
In this case, for the Song family I don’t know how much money he can make, so this
sale is definitely worth it.

But when he heard Delon’s words, he was a little hesitant, because he didn’t want to
directly offend Delon publicly, after all, that would be equivalent to giving Song family a
strong enemy.



At this time, Charlie smiled and said, “Mr. Song, in order to avoid suspicion, you should
not participate in the auction of this pill. Let people outside the Song family participate,
lest Mr. Kevin think you are cheating for me.”

Mr. Song, seeing that Charlie had said so, he had to say with regret and respect: “Since
Mr. Wade has ordered, then the Old Master will not participate in this auction.”

Delon’s expression eased a little. It seems that the Song family is still acquainted, and
besides the Song family, he believes that no one else would be interested in this pill with
a starting price of 150 million.

Just when he breathed a sigh of relief, Tailai, the richest man in Haicheng at the same
table, raised his hand in excitement and said, “Mr. Wade, since Mr. Song has abstained,
then I am willing to give 150 million!”

Chapter 1203

Delon just thought he was determined to win. It is impossible for anyone to be willing to
spend 150 million to buy this rejuvenation pill. Unexpectedly, Tailai slapped him in the
face with practical actions.

He looked at Tailai in surprise, gritted his teeth and asked, “Mr. Li, what do you mean?”

Although Tailai also knew that Delon had an extraordinary background, the rejuvenation
pill was too temptation for him. Even if he offended the Kevin family, he would take
down this magical medicine.

Who would have trouble with such a magical opportunity as 20 years younger? !

Not to mention Delon blocking the front, even the king of heaven, Mr. Wade could not
stop Tailai from bidding.

So Tailai looked at Delon and said lightly: “Sorry, Mr. Kevin, I has longed for Mr. Wade’s
rejuvenation pills for a long time. Today is such a good opportunity, I will never miss it
easily. If you are offended, please forgive me. !”

Delon’s expression suddenly became extremely ugly, because he knew that with Tailai’s
bid, he had lost to Charlie.



Losing to Charlie not only meant that he was going to lose face in front of so many
people, but also that he was going to swallow this ruby   necklace in front of so many
people.

Just when he had an extremely ugly expression and thought that Tailai had deliberately
acted against him, someone on the table next to him said, “I’m paying 151 million!”

Someone made a bid, and Tailai was still 1 million higher. Does this make it clear that
he wants to bid?

At this moment, Charlie said with a smile on his face: “Gentleman, I forgot to explain
that the starting price is 150 million, and the minimum price increase is 10 million. We
don’t want 1 million and 1 million linger on and on. It’s too petty and boring.”

The man nodded hurriedly and blurted out: “Since Mr. Wade said so, then I will give 160
million!”

“f*ck!” Delon’s eyes almost fell to the ground.

Such a ghost has a starting price of 150 million. Not only have some people shot it, but
some people have increased the price. Are these two people thinking about it?

Before Delon could come back to his senses, someone at another table stood up and
said excitedly: “I would like to give 170 million!”

Delon’s expression was even worse than eating sh!t, and he couldn’t help cursing in his
heart: “f*ck, are all these people crazy?!”

Before Delon accepted the 170 million quotation, Tailai waved his hand directly: “I will
give 200 million!”

The scene was in an uproar!

Tailai was really determined to win this rejuvenation pill.

So just two hundred million, it was just drizzle to him, it was just a warm-up.

Qin Gang hasn’t spoken, but his heart has long been unbearable.



Rejuvenation pill!

Mr. Wade’s rejuvenation pills!

Although he and his daughter had received two magical medicines from Mr. Wade, the
magical medicine was still much worse than the rejuvenation pill.

So he naturally didn’t want to miss this good opportunity.

So he raised his hand and said, “I would like to give out 210 million!”

“f*ck!” Delon’s face turned green!

It’s two hundred million f*cking, and there are people adding it up?

Just thinking of this, Solmon White said: “I am willing to give out 220 million!”

After that, Solmon White gave Qin Gang an apologetic look, arched his hands and said,
“Brother Qin Gang, I’m sorry!”

Qin Gang also understood Solmon White’s thoughts very well. Everyone had seen the
magical methods of Mr. Wade, and they all knew how precious this Rejuvenation Pill
was.

Mr. Wade has never put out a rejuvenating pill for auction. This is the first time, and it
may be the last.

If they don’t seize this opportunity, they might pass by so called Pills for the rest of their
lives.

Therefore, no one is willing to give up easily.

Tailai also came to the spirit, waved his hand and said: “250 million, I’m sorry brothers, if
you offend, please forgive me!”

Someone at the next table called: “Then I will give out 260 million!”



Chapter 1204

“270 million!”

“280 million!”

“290 million!”

Qin Gang raised his hand again: “I will give out three hundred million!”

In these few bids, basically, someone raised the price as soon as someone finished
bidding.

In order to grab this rejuvenating pill, everybody added 10 million and 10 million,
basically without stopping.

The whole scene is already boiling, even if it is a person with a net worth of only about 1
billion, at this time, he did not hesitate to follow up the bid. Everyone knows that money
is precious and life is more expensive.

Delon felt that every time someone bid a price, he was beating his face frantically.

He has never been so embarrassed in his life.

However, this is only the beginning.

What makes him most uncomfortable is how he will step down later.

Did he really led him to eat this ruby   necklace?

At this moment, the bidding is still going on, and it is still extremely enthusiastic.

Tailai, Solmon White, and Qin Gang were unwilling to give up this great opportunity, and
the others were gritting their teeth to keep up.

Soon, the price has exceeded 500 million.



At this time, in the next few tables, only two or three people were still making bids. The
others had to abstain because the prices were too high and they were beyond the range
they could actually bear.

However, even if the sky-high price of 500 million has been reached, the auction price
continues.

The price climbed all the way and soon exceeded 600 million.

The only people who are still bidding are Tailai, Solmon White, and Qin Gang.

The three people have a good relationship, and they are all familiar with Charlie. In fact,
everyone did not intend to make it too ugly, but this pill is too precious, and no one is
willing to give up, so every time the three of them bid, they bid. Like the other two
people, people would bow their hands and say sorry.

The situation at the scene suddenly became very magical.

After Solmon White said 600 million, he clasped his fists and said, “I’m sorry, two
brothers, if you’re offended, please forgive me.”

When he arrived at Qin Gang, he reported 610 million, and said with a fist, “I’m sorry,
two brothers, if you’re offended, please forgive me.”

Then there was Tailai. He directly reported 650 million, but still clasped his fists and
said, “I’m sorry, two brothers, if you offend, please forgive me.”

The others are already stupid, what is the relationship between these three people?
Everyone calls the other two elder brothers, then who is the elder brother and who is the
younger brother?

It doesn’t matter who is the elder brother and who is the younger brother. What is
important is that these three people are not willing to give up at all, chasing after each
other, pushing the price higher and higher.

In the blink of an eye, the price has been pushed to 980 million.

Delon has been blinded.



980 million.

His necklace is only worth 140 million, which has been opened several times!

What the h*ll is this rejuvenation pill? How can it be so valuable?

Just thinking of this, Tailai said directly: “I will give out 1 billion!”

Solmon White felt that if he continued to play like this, he would basically have no head.
In terms of assets, he might be able to compete with Qin Gang, but he was definitely
incomparable with Tailai.

Therefore, if you still add a little bit of it, it will be difficult to survive for Tailai in the end.

So he simply gritted his teeth and blurted out: “I will give out 1.1 billion!”

A one-million-dollar increase in one breath, everyone present was already shocked by
his courage!

Chapter 1205

After Solmon White bid 1.1 billion, Qin Gang also felt that he had to come up with some
means, otherwise he would probably miss this rejuvenation pill.

So he gritted his teeth and said: “Since Brother White has already bid 1.1 billion, then I
will pay 1.2 billion.”

Tailai didn’t care too much, he himself was richer than Qin Gang and Solmon White
combined, so whether it was 1.2 billion or 1.5 billion, it didn’t make much difference to
him.

But this rejuvenation pill, he is determined to get it.

So he said indifferently: “If this is the case, then I will go straight to 2 billion.”

As soon as the voice fell, the scene was boiling.



From 1.2 billion to 2 billion, this is simply the most incredible and lavish auction that
everyone has ever seen.

What is the concept of 2 billion cash? If one month’s pocket money is 10 million, then 2
billion is enough to spend nearly 17 years.

If these 2 billion are deposited in the bank, calculated at an annual interest rate of 5%,
the annual interest alone will be 100 million.

Calculated in this way, the monthly interest is more than 8 million.

This is simply an astronomical figure that is ustupidginable for ordinary people, even the
rich.

But for a billionaire like Tailai, this is nothing more than one-twentieth and thirty-thirty of
his own assets.

Tailai has struggled for half his life, earning money for enjoyment, and to make himself
live better and more chic, so 2 billion to buy a rejuvenation pill is simply too
cost-effective for him.

So when he quoted this price, he didn’t feel distressed at all.

But Solmon White and Qin Gang, at this moment, felt a deep weakness in their hearts.

Behind these two people is a large-scale family. Each family’s direct relatives and
collateral relatives add up to dozens of people, that is, dozens of mouths waiting to eat.

Take Qin Gang as an example. The Qin family’s assets are less than tens of billions. It’s
not impossible to use 2 billion to bite the bullet. But Qin’s assets are not only owned by
Qin Gang. If he spends 2 billion to buy a rejuvenating pill, his own money is not enough,
he must use family money.

In this way, the family must have great opinions.

After all, there is only one such thing as Rejuvenating Pill, and it cannot be distributed to
everyone.



So he could only hold his fists helplessly towards Tailai, and said, “Mr. Li is really
extraordinary, I admire him.”

Solmon White’s situation is no better than Qin Gang, and even in terms of strength, the
White family’s strength is a bit weaker than that of the Qin family.

What’s more, the two descendants of the White family, Gerald, and Fred White offended
Charlie and lost the qualification to cooperate with the Emgrand Group, which also
caused the White family to lose a lot.

Therefore, the current White family can only stay away from the price of 2 billion.

Seeing that no one had robbed him, Tailai was relieved.

However, he was not half proud, nor did he express his joy. He held fists at Solmon
White and Qin Gang, and said modestly: “Brother White and Brother Qin, thank you for
your love, and someone from Li will come to thank you next day! “

Both Solmon White and Qin Gang spoke very humbly: “President Tailai is polite. It is the
extraordinary strength of Mr. Li. The two of us are beyond expectation.”

Everyone couldn’t fully marvel at the harmony between the three.

A Rejuvenation Pill with a starting price of 150 million was fired all the way to 2 billion by
the three of them, but the three of them were still not eager and blushing, and even
everyone was quite decent, which was indeed praised. .

At this time, Li Tailai looked at Charlie and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, since no one
else is bidding with me, then I take the courage to pick your rejuvenating pill.”

Charlie nodded lightly, handed the Rejuvenation Pill directly to him, and said: “In that
case, this Rejuvenation Pill is yours!”


